Used 2.2 Chevy S10 Engine Now Sold Online to Truck Parts Buyers at
PreownedEngines.com
Used 2.2 Chevy S10 engine is now sold to truck parts buyers online through the
PreownedEngines.com company. These four-cylinder motors are now shipping within the USA.
Cleveland, OH (PRWEB) January 04, 2014 -- The discontinuance of the Chevrolet S10 pickup truck in the U.S.
market has created parts shortages for some buyers. The Preowned Engines company has now acquired used
2.2 Chevy S10 engine inventory for parts buyers at http://www.preownedengines.com. These four-cylinder
motors are part of the certified inventory now listed online.
General Motors produced its S10 2.2L four-cylinder engines from 1994 to 2004. This decade of production
helped to introduce the GMT325 platform in the U.S. market. These motors were also inserted into the GMC
Sonoma trucks to expand the North American reach. The units now for sale online are OEM assemblies with
low mileage.
The Preowned Engines company has completed changes to its third party distribution network in 2013 that are
now in place for the 2014 year. The new levels of inventory currently announced as well as different structures
in pricing are setup for parts buyers in the U.S. to benefit.
"Millions of S10 trucks were sold during the period of production by GM in the United States and we're now
helping vehicle owners still using these trucks find quality motors," said a source at the PreownedEngines.com
company.
The new arrivals of inventory currently marketed this year are currently eligible for the warranty placed into the
Preowned Engines company policies in 2013. Extended levels of protection are currently available for all
purchases that originate from within the United States at zero extra costs for purchasers.
"The 2.2 engines as well as additional GM units that we're selling online are paired with the different levels of
warranties that we're including for all shipments," the source confirmed.
The PreownedEngines.com company website is currently featuring the updated inventory of S10 motors and
other truck engines listed in stock. The research tools that are offered online are now capable of delivering
quotes for pricing to any parts or engine buyers.
Complete shipping policies and other company information can be obtained using the posted pages on the
company website.
About PreownedEngines.com
The PreownedEngines.com company offers used condition vehicle engines that are shipped within the USA for
low prices. This company monitors all competitor pricing and ensures that discount prices are available for each
motor in stock. The PreownedEngines.com company website is equipped with 21st century research
technologies to present immediate pricing for all for sale inventory online. This website is also able to shorten
the research that any engine buyer conducts when comparing pricing and quality before a purchase is
considered. The toll-free support number this company provides offers immediate offline assistance.
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+1 (866) 320-1065 Ext: 3
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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